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Preamble

The aim of any organization is to develop and move with the trend of time in order to remain relevant and

product ivc for enhanced effective service delivery. These lofty ideals are oftcn characterized by certain

factors which culminate in etbacks thereby jeopardizing progressive tendencies or the system. Library

setback, arc challenges, problems as well as failures of attempts aimed at bringing about drastic

development in library and information services 111 I igeria in p-articular and the world at large. Recent

years have witnessed considerable progress in the area of globalization of library and information

services, Although there has been a considerable increase in the infrastructure of the education sector. thc

goal or providing basic education to all stiU remains a distant dream. In the changing scenario, there is a

growing need to realize the importance of libraries in fulfilling the mission of "Education For AII by A.D.

2020," lienee, our policy planners need to deliberate on thisissue of utmost importance. This paper will

CXal11111Clibrary setbacks in the areas of automation, funding and crime as it relates to Kenneth Dike

Librarv.

Automation

The existence of libraries is basically to pro ide information services and information-bearing resources

10 users in the fastest possible time. Libraries create access by providing descriptors that serve as pointers

to the vast universe of knowledge, It is a known fact that knowledge is not static since it grows in leaps

and hounds. so also the devices for managing th vast growing knowledge. Librarians and information

scientists strive 10 keep pace with the technology for creating access to knowledge and providing easy

gateway to needed information. The global trc now is the use of information communications
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technology for delivering library services. Kenneth Dike Library is not left behind in this regard (Ola,

2(10).

The accelerated adoption and LIse of Information and Communications Technology (lCT) according to

Chiscnga (2004) has resulted in the globalization of information and knowledge resources. Bibliographic

databases. full-text documents, and digital libnlry collections are always available to users in automated

libraries. The introduction of automation in Iibrarics implies that all the activities and acquisition prior to

(he use of computers have to be converted \n order tu make libra.ry services. faster, efficient and effective

(or the benefit of the clientele. Library automation docs not imply a situation where computer programs

substitute for the intellectually demanding tasks that arc traditionally carried out by skilled professionals.

These tasks include selection. cataloguing and indexing. seeking for information, reference services, and

so 011. (Salton and McGilL 1983: Manjunath, 20f)7)

The process of searching or locating a title is made easier as a result of library automation. Arms (2000)

stated that the introduction of automated digital libraries is a continual process, much or it happening

outside conventional libraries. He further explained that quality of service in automated digital libraries

will not come from replicating the procedures of classical librarianship.

In Kenneth Dike Library, the catalogue or index to the collection forms the base lor most of the library

activities such as acquisition, reference. bibliographic service, inter-library loan and so on. The users of

library card catalogue will appreciate how fast the retrieval, search and printing in automated environment

is. If the same system is available in network environment, users can have simultaneous access to the

same database.

A very handy technology available for KDl. is the CD-ROM products which can be considered as the

third level. The development of CO-ROM collection not only conserves space but also provides multi-

user access in a network enviroswneut. T~re are U\,a.ny~df-tut()dalCO-ROMs available with mu lti-med ia

effect. The incidence of mutilation of library materials will reduce drastically with availability of eD-

ROYL lienee libraries with high incidence of mutilation of materials will benefit from such electronic

products. A lso people embarking on empirical research can downloaddata and directly take them to other

software platforms (or analysis and graphic presentation.

Automated libraries .•vill provide users with equivalent services that arc fundamentally different in the

way that they are delivered. For example. within the foreseeable future, computer programs are unlikely
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to be much good at applying the Anglo American Cataloguing Rules to monographs. But cataloguing

~ rules arc a means to an end, not the end itself. They exist to provide services to users, notably information

discovery. Automatic methods for information discovery may not needtraditional cataloguing rules. The

criterion for evaluating the new methods is whether the users find the information that they require.

/\5 an information provider, KDI, is acquiescent to recent developments and changes in its approach to

information service delivery (Ola, 2010). Since change represents a strategy to the achievement of goals.

and not an end in itself, the library believes that targeted goals should represent the shared value of the

institution and product of change which should be pursued with all sincerity. f11 pursuance of meaningful

change, the need to improve the research capacity of the individual academics and the professional

credibility of the faculty, and being aware of the fact that as users develop their information literacy skills

and increase their reliance on the internet as a research tool" it must constantly evolve and employ new

technologies for information and dissemination so as to- remain relevant and attractive. the library has

integrated the virtual dimensions to library and infmma1:1fm. services.

Kenneth Dike Library (KDL) st~trte.diis automation in the J 970s experimenting with the serials. In 1993,

KDL adopted CDS/ISIS software that was developed and distributed freely by UNESCO. Although the

software has a dynamic feature that makes it flexible and customizablc which could be tailored to specific

needs, according to Ola (20 I0) in K1H News, the enormity 01" KDL records made it necessary to migrate

to a software with modules and integrated features.

Retrospective Conversion in KDL

The need to reconvert old records in the Iibrary became imperative In order to make On . line Public

Access Catalogue meaningful and robust. It is in the recognition or this fact that The Kenneth Dike

Library management decided to set up retrospective conversion team to facilitate the conversion or
manual catalogues to electronic form, However. lofty as these ideas sound. it was raced with certain

constraints which brought about s.ctbacks. \t\ ili~ opt;,;\ject. AcconHug, to Faniran, Eguavocn and Adeyerni

(2002), some or the difficulties that militated against timely completion of the first phase of the re-

conversion project were inadequate starting, lack of adequate finance, technical problems as well as

erratic power supply. Eguavocn (l999) also noted political problems and lack of procedural plan III

addition to the above mentioned problems encountered during the re-conversion exercise in KDL.
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laniran and oycmakindc (2000) reported various efforts made by KDL in the past to facilitate automation.

According to them, the library prepared the serials catalogue: using the main frame computer that was

available in the university at that time, and this exercise was completed in 1978. However, the library at

that lime had IlO computers and could therefore not caTTY out meaningful conversion of library materials

hence BNA was invited to assist in:

• creating on magnetic tapes, a ma<:ninc readable database of both bliss collections also

referred to as "rc-class" and LC collections called "current cataloguing".

• maintaining an lip to dare record for the library,

• providing one card each for the shelf-list." as well as one card each for revision purposes

on Bliss and LC records and,

• preparing cards for the library record and the National Union Catalogue (NUt')

The I~',,\ crew oltwo arrived lbadan in 1975 with their equipment and started work by microfilming the

shelf list catalogues with the assistance of KDL staff. At the end 01" this exercise, they went back to

United States where they continued the reconversion exercise. \\1 order to standardize the records being

reconverted by 8NA, a list of modifications to I,C classification in class H (Social Sciences) and class L

(Education) was compiled and selll to DNA to update thejr records, This project eventually stopped at the

microfilming stage and according to Oyemakinde (1979), only 2.412 records on microfiche catalogue

were received from BNA as at March 1978 out of over 500.000 records microfilmed. The failure of this

attempt made the KDL Management to consider other options and made further efforts to ensure the

SlICCC:;S or the reconversion project.

Networking in Libraries

Networking is the linkage of working procedures for the exchange of information resources. Presently,

the term "computer network" is used in place of "resource sharing" or cooperative systems. Resource

sharing or networking is defined as 11 mode of operation. whereby information resources arc shared by a

number of participants having the same objectives in mind. Thus, the user of one library can have his

requirements fulfilled hy another library \f the tocat ~ibrn.ry ri\H~ to serve his needs. Some of the essential

prerequisites for effective resource sharing include:

• possession of shareable resources by the par1icipatjJlg libraries:

• willingness to share the resources;

• a planned mechanism of sharing;

• precise understanding of the use and information potential of their respective collections;

and.
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-.. I\.DI .. with good budgets or collections cannot have enough resources to be self sufficient. III fact,

interdependence has now become a way (,)f Efe. In. receni years we have witnessed the establishment of a

great number of networks around the globe through which technology is utilized 10 facilitate a vast now

of in/ormation. This ultimately will enable and support applications' which influence people's daily lives.

The major factors which have created the need for networking include the rise in the cost of publications.

a lack or funds and adequate manpower, and the geographical dislocations of libraries. i.e., the fact that

libraries are now located in remote and far flung areas.

• common bibliographic access to the collections of the participating libraries.

The ultimate aim of networking is to achieve maximum results with minimum input. This is clearly

consonant with the nature of our economy. in which capital is scarce. Networking is inevitable in all types

or libraries. lor it enables users to have access 1:0 the resources of man)' other libraries, in addition to their

own. The benefits which accrue from resource sharing arc the following:

• preparation of union catalogw ..-s;

• preparation of the cataloguing data/catalogue cards for publications available in network

libraries;

• provision of bibliographies;

• optimum utilization of rare collections;

• cooperative exchange and distribution and storage of documents;

• savings - 01" both technical work and collections:

• reduction in the cost 01" library services, in the long run; and,

• above all, the provision of more materials at low cost and in less time,

Against all odds, ligcria has made rapid strides in recent. decades in the field of' telecommunications via

satellite and microwave links. Networking systems have been developing fast at local. state, national,

regional. and international levels all over the \ -orld since the 1990s. In order to keep pace with the world,

the Nigerian government has developed its own networking systems via NIGER-SAT-COM-I.

Surprisingly. the government docs not consider Iibraries for a high priority. 'I11OS. libraries have to plan

their acquisitions keeping in mind the resources available in other libraries in the area, so that they ean get

the maximum number of books and puMic.a110ns which arc not available in their vicinity, In the past few

years. considerable progress has taken place in the planning and building of library and information

network,
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Constrainu s of Networking

There arc several constraints III networking Kenneth Dike Library and its affiliated libraries. Very

obvious among them are those imposed by improp~r project planning. lack of stable technical staff.

finance and negative attitude of some leaders towards automation of the library. The resultant effect or
these problems is the slow pace in accomplishing the full automation project of the library. Part of the

automation problems encountered in the library was as a result of the improper network topology adopted

for the network design of its Local Arca NetW{}1:K {LAN), T~e library started with a Bus topology of its

I.AN but later migrated to STAR topology when it was obvious that the network design was not

appropriate for use in the library as evident in the myriads of problems associated with its use. Fatoki

(2004) identified incessant disconnections as one of the numerous problems that made BUS topology to

he grossly inefficient.

l.ack of stable technical staff was another major setback in the automation endeavour of the library. The

library had serious problem in retaining its system analysts who after working for sometime disengaged

from the university service in search for greener pastures, This category of the library staff felt that they

were being underpaid when compared with their colleagues in other sectors of the economy like Banks,

Oil Companies. Telecommunication Companies etc. who received salary and allowances far better than

they were paid in the university. Staffing problem in Kenneth Dike Library is directly linked to lack of

funds. The inability of the library to satisfy the technical starr in remuneration made the library to lose

them. A serious setback was experienced in the library whenever these technical staff left with their

expertise, The passive 'role played by some li~ra:ry heads due to their negative attitude towards the library

automation project is another significant setback suffered by the library. These set of staff were so used to

the manual operations that they lell changing to comply \.\!ith the new technological global order was both

humanly impossible and technically infeasible, Their actions were direct consequences of their value

judgment and beliefs. Perhaps. it 'could be said at th\.~juncture that automation and networking of libraries

arc still in their formative stages in KDL Their full impact on libn ries and library resources would be

known in the course oltirnc.

Generally speaking, University libraries in Nigeria still have a dilemma as to whether or not resource

sharing is possible through networking. Below are some ofthe problems faced by the libraries:

• information infrastructure is not up to date and there is a lack of trained manpower:

• lack of effective networking and communication technology;
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• tardy implementation of proposed networks;

• lack of uninterrupted power supply;

• lack of foreign exchange for importing proper hardware; and.

• technological backwardness, with a wide gap bet ,,'CCIl Nigeria and developed countries,

Funding

The downturn ill the economy has taken its to1\ on nbldr\C~"Even inthe best of times, most libraries have

to work with budgets that are barely adequate to support their essential activities. In these recent months,

the recession has subtracted significant funds from the parent organizations of many libraries: city,

county, and state governments; public and private colleges and universities; schools: and corporations, In

the sphere of libraries, some have faced drastic budget cuts, including givebacks in their current fiscal

cycle: others have been more lightly touched, facing only a year or so olzcro-growth budgets.

Kenneth Dike Library, long supported hy government and various organizations like other university

libraries have seen a decline in monetary support for several decades. due to various influences. The

faltering national economy has devastated library funding in recent years as a result of fallen tax

collections and a legislated reduction in education funding. The library has 10 find new sources of income

in order to keep them operational.

lhc problem or funding experienced in Kenneth Dike Library over the years has significant cumulative

effect on the library resources and service delivery. It is therefore necessary to mention some of the

negative effects 01" drastic cut in the budgetary allocations to the library. lhc microform and microfilm

renders kept in the microfilm room in the library were destroyed in 1997 due to poor cooling condition

under which they were kept. This actuaHy rcsutted from poor funding in the 1980's. Similarly, the library

also experienced a massive deterioration or manuscripts and other rare materials acquired in the 1950s

through 1970s because the materials W(''rC kept in very unfriendly environment. To salvage the printed

materials of research and historical value from further deterioration, the library is making frantic effort to

d igit ize its resources like Manuscripts, These, and Africana Collections. The first step towards this

direction is the recent acquisition of digitization machines and the scanning of the manuscripts in the

diguizaiion chamber recently created in the library. A successful execution of the digitization project in

the library would prolong the lifespan of the materials and at the same lime provide a platform for online

access or the library collections.

The problem or funding is also manifested in the area of staffing. The university finds it difficult to

replace the staff (hat had disengaged OJ' retired from the university service. Consequent upon this. some
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units in the library arc understaffed and unable to function maximally and satisfactorily. This accounts for

disorganized shelves and general tardiness in the library. The sections mostly affected in this regard are

the photography, rcprography and bindery where activities arc almost paralyzed due to lack of staff. In

f~ICL photography is no longer in existence in the library while reprography and bindery are at the verge or

extinction.

The inadequate seating space in the main library is another critical issue to look at in the context of lihrary

setbacks. '1 he library has not grown for several decades in tCnJ1S of physical structure. The increase in

the number of users is not commensurate with the available Iacilitics. This has brought about a lot or

pressure on the existing facilities and infrastructure to the point of disintegration and collapse. Students'

enrolment for the past five years in the university excluding those on Distance Learning Programme is

I87J)06. These students and those on part-time programmes, usually struggle to make use of the available

resources in the library which are grossly inadequate.

The cost 01" creating. maintaining and upgrading electronic hardware. networks and resources has put a

strain on KDI. budgets while the cost of printed matter, such as books and magazines has risen over time,

)('1 funding has remained either on the decline or, at best static. UNESCO's recommendation that 26% or
the annual national budget be allocated to education, has never been complied with as government has

alway s budgeted paltry sum to the sector, which is hardly sufficient for meaningful development to take

place in the sector or to adequately equip libraries in institutions.

Sources of Funding

I he statutory allocation to lihrary is 10% of the- total over-head cost. 'n'lis allocation is far from being

adequate in meeting the needs of the library. MacArthur Foundation fund over the past few years (which

has however ended) contributed immen .ciy to the growth of Kenneth 'Dike Library. Another main source

01" funding is through Internally Generated Revenue (IGR) even though it is usually small. The truth IS

that the library is grossly under-funded.

Most libraries routinely find ways 10 execute any given project with the lowest cost and the greatest

impact possible. KDL is a frugal organization -u cd to making every kobo count. Today 's environment

requires responses that go beyond even the. trictcst frugality, prompting a strategic reassessment of how a

library allocates its resources. In this context, technology and automation may well be wise investments

that help maintain the library's mission in times of diminishing resources.
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The economy may drive a shift in the dynamics between the library's physical and virtual presence.

Unfortunately, many libraries have bC'C1l forced to close facilities and reduce hours open to the public. The

decrease in the physical accessibility of the library should spark interest to improve the quality of the

library'» website and to ensure that it delivers more content and services. In an environment where the

library must make large savings in operati{){\s lmd .pcrw\\t\d r~sulti\\g: in less availability of the physical

facilities, a modest investment in electronic content and the technology to deliver it efficiently can help

offset the loss.

liard times can fuel innovation. In spite or the gross inadequacy of funds, KDI. still finds means or
forging ahead by prudent management or the available resources. While it is important for KDL to

maintain current hardware and software infrastructure. acquiring and installing off-the-shelf software

applications doesn't extend the state of the art or posit new methodologies that might he of use to other

libraries. Faced with diminishing financial resources, an organization may find itself more able to look

beyond the standard tried-and-true technology tools and PTaL"tlCCS 10 produce creative solutions that it

other", ise would not have considered, This aptly describes the situation in Kenneth Dike Library over the

years.

Crime and anti-social behaviors in the library

I .ibrary crimes arc acts or omissions which are contrary to the rules and regulations guiding the LIse of

library by the users. These niles and regulations arc usually contained in a pamphlet called the library

guide. The rules arc set up to ensure orderliness as well as meticulous and efficient use of library

resources and services. There are usually penalties set do w n for the defaulters of library guidelines and

because of the light nature of the punishments, the crimes have been on the increase. This has posed a lot

of challenges to Kenneth Dike I .ibrary and it has been a major setback to the growth and development of'

the library.

Some examples of library crime or an1i-sm:iotl behav\o\1rs as contained \n the library guide are nook theft,

book or material mutilation and defacing. late return of library materials on loan, avoidance of library

registration. use or handsets, noise making, ho •arding of library materials. violation of copyright rules

through unapproved photocopying and so on. The penalties vary from paying a token as fine to

suspension from library depending on the nature and magnitude or the offence.

The negative effects of these on the growth and development of the library cannot be under estimated. For

instance. if a library user fails 10 register in the library. it will be pretty difficult to get accurate
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information on users which provide vital statistics II)!"planning. This hampers development as the areas or
needs would not easily be identified.

Conclusion

11 is obvious from the foregoing that a lot of constraints are responsible for setbacks in Kenneth Dike

J .ibrary right from its inception to date. It could be seen thai dynamic efforts and policies were made at

OIlL; point or the other to promote and enhance library services in spite of various constraints in funding,

staffing. automation and library crimes. f1 is in spite of all these odds that Kenneth Dike Library has been

(urning challenges to opportunities which now yield astonishing results as the library has great Iy

improved in its automation efforts with state Qfthc art leT facilities.
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